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Abstract
Species invasion is a complex, multifactor process. To encapsulate this complexity
into an intuitively appealing, simple, and straightforward manner, we present an
organizationalframeworkintheformofaninvasiontriangle.Theinvasiontriangle
is an adaptation of the disease triangle used by plant pathologists to help envision
and evaluate interactions among a host, a pathogen, and an environment. Our
modiﬁcationofthisframeworkforinvasivespeciesincorporatesthemajorprocesses
thatresultininvasionasthethreesidesofthetriangle:(1)attributesofthepotential
invader;(2)bioticcharacteristicsofapotentiallyinvadedsite;and(3)environmental
conditions of the site. The invasion triangle also includes the impact of external
inﬂuences on each side of the triangle, such as climate and land use change. This
paper introduces the invasion triangle, discusses how accepted invasion hypotheses
are integrated in this framework, describes how the invasion triangle can be used
to focus research and management, and provides examples of application. The
framework provided by the invasion triangle is easy to use by both researchers and
managers and also applicable at any level of data intensity, from expert opinion
to highly controlled experiments. The organizational framework provided by the
invasion triangle is beneﬁcial for understanding and predicting why species are
invasive in speciﬁc environments, for identifying knowledge gaps, for facilitating
communication, and for directing management in regard to invasive species.
Introduction
The geographic barriers that maintain species in their native
ranges are being overcome at an increasing rate, resulting in
a global homogenization of species (Mack et al. 2000; Har-
ris et al. 2011). Species migrations that formerly took place
over geologic time scales now occur in the time scale it takes
for a cross-oceanic ﬂight. Although only a fraction of in-
troduced species become invasive (Richardson et al. 2000b),
any increase in the number of introductions will increase
probability of invasion. Furthermore, a growing consensus
acknowledges that invasion is not a result of a single factor;
most invasions occur due to a combination of factors (Lons-
dale 1999; Alpert et al. 2000; Davis et al. 2000; Richardson
et al. 2000b; Facon et al. 2006; Barney and Whitlow 2008;
Catfordetal.2009;Foxcroftetal.2011).Nonetheless,despite
many years of study, many proposed hypotheses, and many
theories about the factors that contribute to invasion, inva-
sionecologystillhasnowidelyaccepted,uniﬁedparadigmto
evaluatetheriskofinvasion(Richardsonetal.2000b;Barney
andWhitlow2008;Catfordetal.2009;Gurevitchetal.2011).
In this paper, we describe an organizational framework in
the form of an invasion triangle that embodies the multifac-
tor process of invasion (Fig. 1). At the core of the invasion
trianglearethreecategoriesoffactorsthatinﬂuenceinvasion:
(1) attributes of the potential invader; (2) biotic character-
istics of a potentially invaded site; and (3) environmental
conditionsofapotentiallyinvadedsite.Theinvasiontriangle
also incorporates external inﬂuences such as climate change
(Hellmann et al. 2008; Walther et al. 2009), land use change
(Hobbs and Huenneke 1992; Jesson et al. 2000), and exter-
nal inputs such as nitrogen deposition (Fenn et al. 2003)
that affect invasion either directly or by inﬂuencing the three
categories mentioned above (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the invasion triangle. Invader at-
tributes refer to inherent characteristics of the introduced species (in-
cluding competitive ability, novel weapons, evolution of invasiveness,
and ecosystem engineering). Site biotic characteristics refer to the intrin-
sic biological characteristics of a site that inﬂuence its vulnerability to
invasion (including diversity and the presence of potential enemies and
mutualists). Site environmental conditions refer to the environmental or
physical conditions of a site that inﬂuence its invasibility (including the
amount of unused resources and habitat suitability). Invader attributes,
site biotic characteristics, and site environmental conditions all interact
to determine the potential for invasion. The external inﬂuences arrows
indicate that all sides can be changed by outside factors, such as intro-
duction effort, global environmental change, or changes in land use and
disturbance regime.
The invasion triangle is a conceptual framework that
is adaptable to any potential invasive species and any
potentiallyinvadedsite.Thisadaptabilityallowsfortheinva-
sion triangle to provide connection and consistency among
the very diverse projects that examine invasion. Consistency
provides a “step back to get a larger view” (Davis et al. 2005)
and facilitates identiﬁcation of larger patterns in invasion.
Increased understanding of invasion as a whole and identiﬁ-
cation of larger patterns requires consistent consideration of
many inﬂuential factors in multiple invasion situations. The
invasiontriangleisaconceptualframeworkthatexplicitlyre-
quires consideration of many inﬂuential factors, is adaptable
to any invasion situation, and can therefore provide the con-
sistency among projects needed for greater understanding of
the causes of invasion.
In this paper, we introduce the invasion triangle, describe
how it can be used, provide examples of invasion triangle
application, and brieﬂy discuss next steps that can move it
f r o mac o n c e p t u a lf r a m e w o r ki n t oaq u a n t i t a t i v em o d e l .T o
introduce the invasion triangle, we summarize factors that
correspond to each side of the triangle and discuss external
inﬂuences. We organize our summary of factors around a
nonexhaustive subset of hypotheses that have been proposed
to explain invasion.
Deﬁnitions
In this paper, we use the term “invasion” to refer to the
rapid spread and increase in dominance of a population of
nonnativespeciesinarecipientecosystem(sensuValeryetal.
2008). An “invasive species” is deﬁned as a nonnative species
that spreads and produces negative effects on the resident
community (Alpert et al. 2000). We consider “site invasibil-
ity”tomeantherelativesusceptibilityofasitetoinvasionand
deﬁne “species invasive potential” as the ability of a species
to invade in a particular environment (Williamson 1996).
Background
The invasion triangle is an adaptation of the disease triangle
used by plant pathologists to help envision and evaluate the
interactions among a host, a pathogen, and an environment.
Theseinteractionsaredepictedassidesofthediseasetriangle
and determine the extent of disease development. This plant
pathology disease triangle has a long history of use (Stevens
1960)andisconsideredacentralprincipleofplantpathology
(Parker and Gilbert 2004). By combining all three aspects of
plant disease into a single triangular structure, the disease
triangle is based on the clear understanding that a combina-
tion of all three factors is necessary for disease to develop.
For example, even if a susceptible host is exposed to a viru-
lent pathogen, disease will not develop without a conducive
environment, or similarly, a susceptible host in a conducive
environment will not develop disease if a virulent pathogen
is not present (Parker and Gilbert 2004). Here, we adapt the
plant disease triangle into an invasion triangle, in which we
substitute the invader for the pathogen, the biotic character-
istics of the potentially invaded site for the host, modify the
environmental variables, and introduce external inﬂuences
to all three sides of the triangle. A deﬁning characteristic of
the invasion triangle is the graphical representation of all
the factors involved in invasion. Examining any one side of
the triangle individually is worthwhile and beneﬁcial, but to
evaluate invasion risk and managementof a particular intro-
duction at a particular location and to contribute to a larger
understandingofinvasionasawhole,factorsonallthreesides
and the effects of external inﬂuences must be considered. To
fully understand how one aspect of invasion (e.g., the biotic
characteristics or environmental conditions of a site or in-
vader attributes) affects invasion success, other aspects must
also be considered (Lonsdale 1999).
Othercomprehensiveframeworkshavecertainlybeenpro-
posed for invasion (Lonsdale 1999; Richardson et al. 2000b;
Barney and Whitlow 2008; Catford et al. 2009; Foxcroft et al.
2011). The invasion triangle builds and improves upon these
other frameworks. A major difference between other frame-
worksandtheinvasiontriangleisthedeliberateseparationof
thesetsoffactorsdepictedoneachside(sitebioticcharacter-
istics, site environmental conditions, and invader attributes)
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and external inﬂuences within a single cohesive framework.
This separation allows for (1) independent evaluation of the
factors affecting each side of the triangle; (2) consideration
of the interactions between sides (i.e., the importance of dif-
ferent invasiveattributesforinvasioninto siteswithdifferent
site environmental conditions and with different site biotic
characteristics); and (3) impacts of external inﬂuences to be
evaluated independently on each side. The factors depicted
on different sides of the invasion triangle cannot be assumed
to respond similarly to external inﬂuences. For example, site
bioticcharacteristicsmaynotrespondtoglobalenvironmen-
tal changes in the same direction or magnitude as potential
invaders respond, which may be differentially susceptible to
changethanspeciespresentinagivenenvironment.External
inﬂuences (e.g., alteration of land use or global environmen-
tal change) must also be incorporated into any conceptual
frameworkofinvasionandshouldbeconsideredasaseparate
set of factors that can potentially inﬂuence other processes
independently. Another minor difference between previous
frameworks and the invasion triangle is the invasion triangle
is applicable to all invasive species, not just invasive plants.
Although the invasion triangle and the previous frameworks
share many (but not all) of the same factors, the structure of
the invasion triangle makes it the most effective and usable
framework.
Structure of the invasion triangle
A key element of the invasion triangle is its three sides: in-
vader attributes, site biotic characteristics, and site environ-
mental conditions (Fig. 1). Each is introduced brieﬂy here
and developed in greater detail below. Invader attributes are
intrinsic characteristics of a species that inﬂuence its abil-
ity to become invasive. The invasive potential of a species
increases with the number of invasive attributes it displays
or through stronger manifestation of particular invasive at-
tributes. Site biotic characteristics are the intrinsic biological
characteristicsofarecipientsitethatrelatetoitsvulnerability
to invasion. The risk of invasion increases as the resistance
to invasion provided by the biotic characteristics present at a
sitedecreases.Siteenvironmentalconditionsaretheinherent
physical conditions of a recipient site that inﬂuence invisibil-
itytoaparticularspecies.Invasionbecomesmorelikelyasthe
environmental conditions at a site become more conducive
to the invader’s success.
An underlying assumption of the invasion triangle is that
the size of the triangle is directly proportional to invasion.
Intuitively,aseachsideofthetriangle(i.e.,invaderattributes,
site biotic characteristics, and site environmental character-
istics) increases for a particular invasion into a speciﬁc area,
thatspeciesshouldbemoresuccessfulinvadingthatarea.In-
creased length of one or more sides increases overall triangle
size.Thus,trianglesizeandprobabilityofinvasionshouldbe
proportional. This assumption and the methods needed to
quantify the size of invasion triangles are discussed in more
detail in the “Next Steps” section near the end of this paper.
Other key elements of the invasion triangle are incorpora-
tion of external inﬂuences, that is, transient dynamics gen-
erated outside of a site and the implicit interaction between
sides. External inﬂuences (e.g., wildﬁre or livestock grazing)
modify the invasibility of a site or change the invasive poten-
tialofaspecies.Anexternalinﬂuencecanactononeormore
sides of the invasion triangle (Fig. 2), potentially impacting
one or more factors impacting invasion. In any invasion sit-
uation, the factors depicted on each side of the triangle may
interact.Forexample,sitebioticcharacteristicsandsiteenvi-
ronmental conditions are closely linked and changes in one
may cause changes in the other. The interactions among fac-
torsdepictedoneachsideshouldbeconsideredonasite-and
species-speciﬁc basis if needed.
Invader attributes
T h eﬁ r s ts e to ff a c t o r sd i s c u s s e di sd e p i c t e da st h e“ I n v a d e r
Attributes” side of the invasion triangle and represents the
intrinsic characteristics of a species that affect its invasive
potential. More or stronger attributes increase the invasive
potential of a species. Much of the early research on inva-
sionsfocusedondeﬁningcharacteristicscommontoinvasive
species,withtheideathatacoresuiteoflife-historytraits(i.e.,
rapid growth rate, short generation time, or high reproduc-
tive capacity) might be identiﬁed that strongly predisposes a
speciestobecominginvasive(Baker1974).Clearly,theability
to predict which species have more invasive potential would
be a very powerful tool for conservation and management.
However, life-history traits that are consistently associated
with invasive potential have, so far, proven difﬁcult to deter-
mine(Alpertetal.2000;Sakaietal.2001).Becausetraitsthat
conferaninvasiveadvantagemaydifferamongthewiderange
of ecosystems experiencing invasion, identiﬁcation of a sin-
gle“invasive”life-historystrategymaybefutile.Nevertheless,
invasion ecology has produced many hypotheses that relate
to strategies, or suites of traits, that may inﬂuence species
invasive potential. Speciﬁc hypotheses that are discussed in
relationtotheinvasiontriangleare:competitiveability,novel
weapons, evolution of invasiveness, and engineering.
Competitive ability
The hypothesis that invasive species are better competitors
thannativespeciesislongstandingwithdocumentedsupport
in many ecosystems (Elton 1958; Sakai et al. 2001; Vila and
Wiener 2004). This hypothesis broadly states that invaders
are inherently superior competitors compared with native
species. Competition is deﬁned as both direct and indirect
effects of invader on neighbors (Vila and Weiner 2004). An
invader with the ability to produce a large competitive effect
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Figure 2. Illustration of how scaled
invasion triangles communicate information
on invasion. If sides are scaled relative to
each other (see Next Steps section for
further discussion on the quantitative
aspects of the invasion triangle), then
longer sides will indicate more inﬂuence on
invasion than shorter sides. External
inﬂuences may affect one or more “sides”
of the invasion triangle.
(i.e., ability to suppress neighbors) and a robust competitive
response (i.e., avoidance of suppression due to neighbors;
Goldberg and Landa 1991) will have greater invasive po-
tential than species without those abilities. The competition
hypothesisisoftentestedunderexperimentalconditionsand
providesusefulinsightintotheinvasionpotentialofspecies.
Novel weapons
The novel weapons hypothesis proposes that an introduced
species may possess traits that do not exist in resident species
of a particular community and thus bring new mechanisms
of interaction to which members of the recipient commu-
nity are susceptible (Callaway and Aschehoug 2000). These
new mechanisms decrease native species performance more
thanwouldbepredictedbyconsideringcompetitiverelation-
ships alone. The novel weapons hypothesis contends that the
invasive species has a “weapon,” or nontrophic, noncom-
petitive mechanism of interaction (e.g., allelochemical de-
position), to which members of its native community are
conditioned and hence give the weapon negligible effect. In
contrast, in the recipient site, the community is na¨ ıve or not
conditionedtotheweapon,andthustheweaponhasasignif-
icantnegativeeffectonmembersoftherecipientsite(Hierro
et al. 2005). To evaluate this hypothesis, knowledge of ef-
fects of theinvaderon bothna¨ ıveand experiencedneighbors
shouldbeevaluated(Hierroetal.2005).Membersofthenew
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recipient community must show much more susceptibility
to the weapons of the potential invader than members of its
home community. Species with novel weapons are expected
to have greater invasive potential than species without.
An example of a species demonstrating a novel weapon
is the glassy-winged sharpshooter Homalodisca coagulata in
the invaded range of Tahiti and Mo’orea (Suttle and Hod-
dle 2006). Generalist predators are lethally intoxicated after
preying upon H. coagulata in the invaded range (Suttle and
Hoddle 2006). Generalist predators in the home range of
H. coagulata are not similarly impacted (Suttle and Hoddle
2006). This weapon can be considered novel due to the con-
trasting reactions of generalist predators in the native and
invadedrange.Thisnovelweaponcontributestotheinvasive
potential of H. coagulata (Suttle and Hoddle 2006).
Evolution of invasiveness
Some seemingly benign species increase invasive potential
after arrival on a recipient site. Genetic drift, high genetic
diversity in the founder population, or a change in selection
pressures can interact to produce invader populations that
have greater invasive potential than populations in the home
range (Blossey and Notzold 1995, Lambrinos 2004; Boss-
dorf et al. 2005; Schierenbeck and Ellstrand 2009; Buswell
et al. 2011; Clements and Ditommaso 2011). An introduced
species also has the capability to increase its invasive poten-
tialthroughhybridizationwithnativespecies(Bossdorfetal.
2005). This evolution of invasiveness is occasionally linked
to the concept of “enemy release”: when introduced into a
new site, a species experiences little pressure from enemies
(i.e., herbivores or pathogens), and thus less energy needs
to be allocated to defense, that in turn gives an evolution-
ary advantage to individual plants that invest more energy in
growth and reproduction (Blossey and Notzold 1995). Like
many other hypotheses, support for evolution of invasive-
ness is contradictory, with this process occurring in some
invasionsbutnotothers,possiblyduetothemanyfactorsin-
teracting in invasion. This hypothesis also may seem ex post
facto, but it points toward the importance of using intro-
duced populations for research regarding invasive potential
a n dt h ec a r e f u lm o n i t o r i n go fi n t r o d u c e dp o p u l a t i o n sw i t h
unknown invasive potential.
Engineering
An emerging invasion hypothesis relates to how species al-
ter their environment through nontrophic interactions, or
“ecosystem engineer” to promote themselves and decrease
neighbors (Jones et al. 1994; Cuddington and Hastings 2004;
Radford et al. 2010). These changes in environment can ei-
ther be created actively (i.e., nitrogen ﬁxation by invasive
plants, Haubensak et al. 2011) or passively through growth
(i.e., invasive seagrasses alter sedimentation rates, Cudding-
ton and Hasting 2004). Engineering effects range dramati-
cally in size from very large (tree canopies altering relative
humidity and temperature, Jones et al. 1994) to very small
(rhizosphere changes in pH; Radford et al. 2010). The im-
pact of the engineering is possibly more important than the
physical size of the impacted area, and ecosystem engineer-
ing statusmayonlymatterifaspeciesalterstheenvironment
enough to affect population dynamics (Cuddington et al.
2009). A species that has the ability to alter population dy-
namics at a potentially invaded site by altering the physical
environment (ecosystem engineering) has a greater invasive
potential compared to species without that ability.
An example of an invader with high engineering ability
is the hybrid cattail Typha X glauca in Great Lakes coastal
marshes(FarrerandGoldberg2009).Throughabundantpro-
duction of litter, T. X glauca engineers increased soil N, pro-
motes its own growth, and suppresses native species (Farrer
and Goldberg 2009). The considerable ability of T. X glauca
to engineer its ecosystem certainly contributes to its invasive
potential.
Site Biotic Characteristics
T h es e c o n ds e to ff a c t o r sd i s c u s s e di sd e p i c t e da st h e“ S i t e
Biotic Characteristics” side of the invasion triangle and rep-
resentssiteinvasibilityduetointrinsicbiologicalcharacteris-
tics of a site that inﬂuence its vulnerability to invasion. Here,
we deﬁne biotic resistance as the cumulative ability of all
the resident species on a site to resist invasion (Elton 1958;
Sakai et al. 2001; Kennedy et al. 2002). Mechanistically, three
different biotic characteristics of the recipient community
independently inﬂuence the invasibility of a site and con-
fer biotic resistance. These characteristics are biodiversity,
enemies, and mutualists (Richardson et al. 2000a; Mitchell
et al. 2006). We discuss each characteristic and its associated
hypothesis individually.
Diversity
Another of the oldest hypotheses regarding invasion is the
diversity hypothesis, which proposes that sites with more
diverse communities are less susceptible to invasion (Elton
1958).Thatis,siteswithhighernumbersofspecies,higherdi-
versityofspecies,orhigherfunctionaldiversityofspeciesare
more resistant to invasion than species-impoverished sites.
Sites with more diversity may have increased resistance to
invasion in two ways: (1) as diversity increases, species more
completely utilize resources, and thus leave less unused re-
sourcesforapotentialinvader;and(2)morediversecommu-
nities have a higher probability that a species already present
in the recipient community has the ability to successfully
compete with or otherwise resist an invader (Wardle 2001).
Thishypothesishasbeenhotlydebatedwithbothsupportive
and contradictory evidence (Levine 2000; Mack et al. 2000;
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Wardle2001;Kennedyetal.2002;Stohlgrenetal.2003).This
contradictory evidence suggests that diversity is only one of
the many components in potential invasibility of a site, not
thedeﬁnitivebarriertoinvasion(Levineetal.2004),andthat
differencesinscaleacrosswhichdiversityisexaminedalsoin-
ﬂuence the importance of diversity to invasibility (Shea and
Chesson 2002).
Enemies
Two contrasting hypotheses consider the effects of enemies
on site invasibility, depending on whether potential enemies
oftheinvaderarefoundintherecipientsite.Naturalenemies
include pathogens, predators, or herbivores; essentially any
member of the community that negatively affects growth,
reproduction, or survival through a mechanism that is not
competition.
The ﬁrst enemy-related hypothesis, broadly referred to as
the biotic resistance hypothesis (Maron and Vila 2001), con-
siders the case where enemies of the introduced species are
found in the recipient site but not found in the introduced
species’ native area. This hypothesis proposes that enemies
indigenoustoarecipientsitemaylimitthegrowthofapoten-
tially invasive species, and consequently increases resistance
to invasion and decreases site invasibility (Maron and Vila
2001). Thus, the presence of species that act as natural en-
emies to a given invader increases the resistance of a site to
invasion by that invader.
The second enemy-related hypothesis considers the case
whereenemiesthataretypicallyfoundintheinvader’snative
area are not present in the new, recipient site (i.e., the en-
emy release hypothesis, Keane and Crawley 2002; or natural
enemyescapeopportunity,SheaandChesson2002).Theen-
emy release hypothesis suggests that as species are removed
from their native range, they are removed from natural en-
emies that limit their growth in the introduced range. If the
recipientsitehasnoanalogousenemies,theninvasivespecies
in the introduced range are free to grow optimally without
limiting interactions with herbivores and pathogens (Keane
and Crawley 2002). Although the presence of one effective
enemy may be enough to provide resistance to invasion, a
site depauperate in species that may potentially act as ene-
mies to invaders generallywould be more invasible than sites
with many potential enemies.
Mutualists
Many invasions are promoted by the establishment of facil-
itative relationships formed between an invasive species and
other species in the recipient community (Richardson et al.
2000a). Although technically these facilitative relationships
can be either mutualistic (+/+) or commensalistic (+/0), for
ease of communication, we use a less stringent deﬁnition
of mutualism that includes both interaction types. A recip-
ient community rich in potential mutualists has less biotic
resistance and is more invasible than a community depau-
perate in mutualists (Shea and Chesson 2002). An invader
may form positive relationships with the same species as in
the home range or, because of the diffuse nature of most
mutualisms, with novel species in the recipient community
(Richardson et al. 2000a). The presence of other invasive
species also has the potential to increase the likelihood of
invasion (invasional meltdown; Simberloff and Von Holle
1999).Invasionalmeltdownisthefacilitationofonegroupof
invasive species by another group (Simberloff and VonHolle
1999).Althoughthepotentialforpositiveinteractionsisdifﬁ-
culttopredict,inclusionofpositiveinteractionsisessentialto
improveunderstandingofinvasion(Richardsonetal.2000a).
The invasibility of a site increases with the number of gen-
eralist mutualists and the number of other invasive species
present.
An example of positive interactions between two in-
vaders that increases species invasive potential is found in
the C´ ordoba Mountains of central Argentina. Invasive plant
Ligstrumspp.densityisfourtimeshigherunderinvasiveplant
Pyracantha angustifolia canopies than under canopies of na-
tive plants or in the open (Tecco et al. 2006). Although the
invasive Ligstrum spp. still occurs on the landscape outside P.
angustifolia canopy, the presence of P. angustifolia increased
the invasibility of a site to Ligstrum spp. (Tecco et al. 2006).
This observation is a clear example of invasional meltdown;
the presence of one invasive species increases the invasibility
of a site to another invasive species.
Site environmental conditions
The third set of factors discussed is depicted as the “Site
Environmental Condition” side of the invasion triangle and
representsenvironmentalorphysicalconditionsofasitethat
inﬂuence its invasibility. These conditions are inherent phys-
ical characteristics of a site such as the amount of unused
resources and habitat suitability (e.g., temperature and pre-
cipitation regimes). Some of the obstacles a new propagule
arriving on a site must overcome are environmental con-
ditions such as the need for essential resources (i.e., nutri-
ents,water,space)andconditionsconduciveforsurvivaland
growth. If the environmental conditions are outside the tol-
erance of a potential invader, it will not establish regardless
of how susceptible the resident community or how high the
invasive potential of that invader. We discuss two suites of
environmentalconditions:resourcesandhabitatsuitability.
Resources
A fundamental site characteristic included in many discus-
sions and hypotheses regarding invasiveness is the presence
of unused resources (e.g., light, water, nutrients, space; Elton
1958; Davis et al. 2000; Mack et al. 2000; Shea and Chesson
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2002). Essentially, when resource availability is greater than
resourceuptakebytheresidentcommunity,thesiteisthought
tobemorevulnerabletoinvasion.Unusedresourcesmaybea
static property of the system (vacant niche hypothesis, Elton
1958; Mack et al. 2000) where the invader exploits resources
that are not utilized by the resident community. Unused re-
sources may also be a dynamic property of the system where
aﬂuctuationorpulseofresourcebecomesavailable(variable
resource hypothesis, Davis et al. 2000; resource opportunity,
Shea and Chesson 2002) and makes the site vulnerable to
invasion at a particular point in time or space.
Forexample,nutrientenrichmentwasthemostinﬂuential
determinant of invasion by Dasyhelea spp. in experimentally
created rock pool microcosms (Romanuk and Kolasa 2005).
This project manipulated both diversity and nutrients (in-
creasing unused resources), and then monitored natural in-
vasion in outdoor rock pool microcosms. Increased diversity
didnotconferresistancetoinvasion,butrathersiteinvasibil-
ity was determined by increased resources. Thus, increased
resources were the principle mechanism inﬂuencing invasi-
bility in the microcosms (Romanuk and Kolasa 2005).
Habitat suitability
When investigating site invasibility, many analyses include
variables that evaluate the suitability of a site for a particular
invaderwithvariablessuchastemperature(Averyetal.2010),
water availability, length of growing season, soil type, and el-
evation (e.g., Chambers et al. 2007). In order for a species to
establish and become invasive, a level of synchrony between
physicalcharacteristicsofthenativerangeandtheintroduced
range is required (Alpert et al. 2000). This synchrony is re-
ferredtoashabitatsuitability.Habitatsuitabilityisafunction
of both climate conditions and physical characteristics of the
site. At least some similarity between a species’ home range
climate and the climate in the recipient site must exist for
invasion to occur (i.e., climate matching, Williamson 1996;
Peterson 2003). Physical characteristics of a site that fall into
the habitat suitability variable include characteristics such as
soil texture, water inundation levels, or temperature regime.
Although individual species may respond to physical char-
acteristics and climate in unpredictable ways, a site that has
moresimilarclimateandphysicalcharacteristicstothenative
r a n g eo fa ni n v a d e rm a yb em o r es u s c e p t i b l et ot h a ti n v a d e r .
For example, habitat suitability variables best explain the
invasibilityofArtemesiatridentata shrublandsbytheinvader
Bromustectorum(Chambersetal.2007).Thisprojectmanip-
ulated ﬁre occurrence and biotic resistance, and measured
soil nutrients, elevation, soil water, and temperature. Most
variation in site invasibility was explained by soil water at
low elevations and temperature at high elevations, whereas
ﬁre and biotic resistance had only minor effects on site inva-
sibility (Chambers et al. 2007). Habitat suitability variables
underlie all species distributions and should be incorporated
into any model of invasion.
External Inﬂuences
The ﬁnal set of factors discussed is depicted as the “Exter-
nal Inﬂuence” arrow and represents transient dynamics that
are not inherent at a site but still have the ability to modify
the risk of invasion. External inﬂuences are generated out-
side the site, impact the ecological integrity of a site, and
are often, but not exclusively, anthropogenically generated.
External inﬂuences act on one or more sides of the triangle,
altering the risk of invasion (Fig. 2). An external inﬂuence
alterstheinvasibilityofasitethroughalterationofcharacter-
istics depicted on one or more sides of the invasion triangle.
The underlying concept for external inﬂuences is that the
nativecommunityandenvironmentalcharacteristicsatasite
maybearesultofcurrentconditions,thusalterationofthose
conditions may favor invasion. Some examples of invasion
ecology hypotheses that examine external inﬂuences on in-
vasion risk are changes in land use and disturbance regime,
global change, and introduction effort.
Changes in land use and disturbance regime
The native community at a site has evolved with a particu-
lar land use and disturbance regime, and alteration to that
regime has the potential to change invasibility of that site
(HobbsandHuenneke1992).Ashumanpopulationexpands
and migrates, land use patterns change from areas with no
deliberatemodiﬁcation(wildernessareas)toareaswherena-
tive ecosystems are exploited (e.g., grazing or logging), in-
tensivelymanaged(agriculture),orurbanized(Hobbs2000).
Even subtle changes in land use have the ability to alter na-
tive disturbance regimes (e.g., ﬁre frequency or grazing in-
tensity) and to increase fragmentation and human impacts,
all of which could potentially induce a cascade of changes
in the community and result in increased invasibility of a
site (Alpert et al. 2000). Changes in disturbance frequency
or intensity have the potential to severely disrupt ecosystem
processes that inﬂuences site invasibility. Similarly, changes
in natural disturbance regimes may alter community com-
position and stability, and thus increase unused resources
that subsequently increase the risk of invasion (Hobbs and
Huenneke 1992). Any site that is subject to a change in land
use or disturbance regime is also subject to an alteration of
invasibility.
A study of plant invasion in the Mingha Valley of New
Zealand found that the invasive species Anthoxanthum odor-
atum, Holcus lanatus, Cerastium fontanum,a n dHieracium
pilosella were all promoted by anthropogenic disturbances
(Jesson et al. 2000). Indicators of anthropogenic distur-
bances included distance from hiking trails, proximity to
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backcountry huts, and two ﬂooding regimes in a riparian
zone.Inthisstudy,disturbanceinﬂuencedintroductionpres-
sure, unused resources, and biotic resistance, all of which
combined to increase invasion (Jesson et al. 2000). This re-
sult illustrates how anthropogenic alteration of disturbance
regime(increasedlanduseandwatermanagement)increases
site invasibility.
Global environmental change
Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide, alteration of pre-
cipitation and temperature regimes, and increasing nitrogen
deposition are all examples of global environmental change.
Global environmental change is one variable that is likely to
affect all potential invasions because changing environments
have the potential to modify site conditions so that a new
suite of species may become invasive (Hellmann et al. 2008),
change the invasive potential of species (Fenn et al. 2003),
alter introduction and dispersal patterns (Hellmann et al.
2008; Walther et al. 2009), change current range limits of al-
ready established invaders (Hellmann et al. 2008; Walther et
al. 2009), and decrease productivity of native species (Zhao
and Running 2010). However, responses to global environ-
mental change are likely to be species speciﬁc, and thus all
nonnative species will not respond similarly. Just like na-
tives, any individual introduced species that beneﬁts from
carbon and nitrogen enrichment or responds positively to
a change in precipitation and temperature may increase in
range or abundance. If global environmental change alters
biotic characteristics or environmental conditions of a site,
then invasibility of that site will change.
Invasive clam, Corbicula ﬂuminea, populations in the
RhineRiverillustratethecomplexityinvolvedwhenincluding
theinﬂuenceofclimatechangeinanexaminationofinvasion.
An experiment monitored invasive C. ﬂuminea performance
inambientandwarmedwater(+3◦C)insummerandwinter
(Weitere et al. 2009). When warming occurred in summer,
C. ﬂuminea ﬁtness decreased, but when warming occurred
in winter, C. ﬂuminea ﬁtness increased (Weitere et al. 2009).
This result demonstrates the complexity induced by climate
change on invasion. The inﬂuence of climate change on C.
ﬂumineainvasioncouldbepositiveornegativedependingon
the season in which warming was more pronounced.
Introduction effort
Introduction effort is the number of propagules introduced
either once or repeatedly to a site (Lockwood et al. 2005).
To reduce confusion, the term “introduction effort” is used
in this paper rather than “propagule pressure,” which often
includesreproductiveoutputonasite.Attentiontointroduc-
tion effort has increased in relation to invasion (Von Holle
andSimberloff2005;PysekandRichardson2006).Movement
of humans around the globe has effectively broken down ge-
ographic barriers for invasion. The question may not be if
a species will be introduced into a new range, but in what
quantity will it be introduced. The relationship between in-
troduction effort and invasion is positive: as the number of
propagules reaching a site increases, the more likely invasion
becomes (Pysek and Richardson 2006). An increase in num-
ber of propagules introduced to a new range also could in-
crease the genetic diversity of the invader, which in turn pro-
vides more ability for evolution of invasiveness (Lockwood
et al. 2005) and provides a buffer against stochastic unfavor-
able conditions. High introduction effort can also overcome
the intrinsic resistance of a site to invasion (Von Holle and
Simberloff2005).Introductioneffortisdifﬁculttodetermine
butsomesitesarepronetohigherlevelsofintroductionthan
others, such as areas with high levels of human recreation
or areas in proximity to shipping lanes. Species introduced
intentionally (i.e., for landscaping, forage, erosion control)
have been chosen speciﬁcally for a likelihood of success and
therefore may need fewer introductions to become invasive
thanspeciesintroducedaccidentally.Whilenoteverynonna-
tive species that is introduced in high quantities will become
invasive,introductioneffortcanexplainwhymanyinvasions
seem so idiosyncratic (Lockwood et al. 2005; Colautti et al.
2006); increasing levels of introduction may overcome both
siteinvasibilitylimitationsandlowinvasivenessofapotential
invader.
Application of the Invasion Triangle
Theﬁrststeptousetheinvasiontriangleasanorganizational
framework is to gather information on each set of factors
depicted in the invasion triangle (each side and external in-
ﬂuences) for the situation in question. The invasion trian-
gle can be generated at any level of data intensity. Informa-
tion may come from experimental or observational research,
literature review, or expert opinion. Although information
(especially on new invasions) may be limited, it cannot be
overemphasized that the more quantitative the information
used in model development, the more reliable and useful
the resulting invasion triangle. After information is gathered
and organized into an invasion triangle, research needs are
easily identiﬁed (i.e., if information is only available for two
of three sides of the triangle, then research is needed on the
third side).
Ifquantitativedatafortheinvasiontriangleiscollectedina
single study, or enough quantitative information is available
for all three sides of the invasion triangle, the next step with
theinvasiontriangleistoscalethesidesrelativetoeachother
(see “Next Steps” section below for more discussion about
scaling sides). The underlying concepts for creating a scaled
invasion triangle are: (1) the length of each side reﬂects the
overall risk of invasion due to factors on that side (i.e., the
more risk, the longer the side); and (2) the size of the scaled
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triangle reﬂects overall invasion (i.e., bigger triangles mean
bigger invasion). In the next sections, we discuss how scaled
invasiontrianglesinformquantitativemodels,communicate
information on invasion, and assess potential management
actions.
Informing quantitative models
Sophisticated quantitative models such as invasion risk as-
sessmentandinvasivespeciesdistributionmodeling(Guisan
and Zimmermann 2000; Mack et al. 2000; Austin 2002;
Stohlgren et al. 2010) have recently increased methodologi-
cally and in popularity, and are enterprises that will beneﬁt
from considering the invasion triangle during model formu-
lation. We propose that formal development of an invasion
triangle (i.e., conceptual model formulation) should be the
ﬁrst step in any modeling effort (Guisan and Zimmerman
2000). Development of an invasion triangle requires consid-
eration of the entire set of factors that inﬂuences invasion
(i.e.,invaderattributes,sitebiologicalcharacteristics,siteen-
vironmental conditions, and external inﬂuences). Formally
developing an invasion triangle ensures that as much infor-
mation (e.g., ecological knowledge, Austin 2002) as possible
for a given invasion situation is utilized and assures that
data completeness is appraised, thus improving the resulting
quantitative models (Austin 2002). Utilization of the inva-
sion triangle as the underlying organizational step provides
a consistency in communication and conceptual framework
among studies. An increase in consistency among studies
of invasion could help invasion biology move past debates
about single hypothesis and leads to a better understanding
of species invasion. Finally, the invasion triangle has no in-
herent spatial scale and thus can be developed for models at
any scale determined to be appropriate.
Communication
Thegraphicalnatureoftheinvasiontriangleeasilycommuni-
cates information on any given invasion. Scaled invasion tri-
anglesaredepictedwithsidesscaledrelativetoeachotherand
with the length of each side reﬂecting the site invasibility or
species invasion potential (i.e., the greater invasive potential
an invader has in a particular site, the longer that side should
be depicted). Both the size and shape of the resulting inva-
sion triangle conveys information about invasion (Fig. 2, left
side):longersideshavemoreimpactoninvasionthanshorter
sides, and larger triangles convey more risk of invasion than
smaller triangles. After an initial invasion triangle is devel-
oped,externalinﬂuencesmaybeincorporated,ifneeded,and
alternate triangles developed (Fig. 2, right side). It is worth
noting that if the characteristics represented on a given side
of the invasion triangle are determined to be resistant to in-
vasion (e.g., cold and infertile environmental conditions in
an invasion triangle for a frost-intolerant nitrophilic poten-
tial invader), then the value, and thus side length, produced
would be approximately zero; thus, that particular invasion
in that particular site would not be expected to occur.
Assessing management actions
Increasingly, management actions are undertaken to combat
invasion. Management is an enterprise that will beneﬁt from
theinvasiontrianglebecausedevelopinganinvasiontriangle
ensures that as much information is considered as possible.
The graphic depiction of the invasion situation in question
helps evaluate potential management applications. Manage-
ment actions, like external inﬂuences, can affect one or more
sidesoftheinvasiontriangle.Managementactionsoftenhave
limited success (Parks and Panetta 2009), perhaps because
they frequently target conditions depicted on only one side
of the invasion triangle. Examples of these actions include:
direct removal of the invaders, reintroduction of natives, in-
troduction of biocontrol agents, and alteration of resources
(Grice 2009). For invasion to be signiﬁcantly affected when
management actions only target conditions depicted on one
sideoftheinvasiontriangle,either(1)thatspeciﬁccondition
must be the dominant inﬂuence; or (2) the inﬂuence of that
speciﬁc condition must be reduced to near zero.
Occasionally management actions inadvertently increase
invasion (Parks and Panetta 2009). Consideration of how a
management action may inﬂuence each side of the invasion
triangle could help anticipate these undesirable outcomes.
For a hypothetical example, a management action that me-
chanicallyremovesterrestrialplantinvadersmayalsoremove
native plants and increase unused resources. Thus, although
the invader attribute side decreases (due to decreased popu-
lation numbers), the site biotic and site environmental sides
becomemoreconducivetoinvasionresultinginincreasedin-
vasibility. An alternate management decision such as a more
precisetargetedapplicationtoremoveinvaders,butnotaffect
the natives, would result in much less unused resources.
Blumenthal et al. (2005) provide an example of a restora-
tionprojectthataddressedfactorsoneachsideoftheinvasion
triangle. This study evaluated the effect of several different
restoration treatments on plant invasion. The treatments in-
cluded: increased biotic resistance (added native seed), in-
creased resources (fertilization), and increased introduction
pressure (added invader seeds). Invasion was lowest in sites
withincreasedbioticresistance(addednativeseed),higherin
sites with the most unused resources (fertilized), and higher
in sites with increased introduction pressure (Blumenthal
et al. 2005). From these results, we infer that a management
treatment that targetedthree aspectsof the invasiontriangle,
resulting in increased biotic resistance (site biotic character-
isticside),decreasedresources(siteenvironmentalcondition
side), and decreased introduction pressure (external inﬂu-
ence), would best manage invasion at this site.
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Figure 3. Conceptual invasion triangle for
Heracium lepidulum in New Zealand based on
information gathered in a literature review of
Mefﬁn et al. 2010; Radford et al. 2006, 2007,
2009, 2010; Rose and Frampton 1999; Syrett
and Smith 1998; and Wiser et al. 1998. Note
that this triangle is conceptual and that sides
of the triangle have not been scaled.
Case Studies
Hieracium lepidulum conceptual invasion
triangle from literature review
Hieracium lepidulum is an aster originally found in Europe
that now has an invaded range that includes subalpine areas
in New Zealand (Radford et al. 2007). Invaded areas incur a
decline in native species and decreased habitat quality (Rad-
ford et al. 2007). Information on factors depicted on each
side of the invasion triangle can be gathered from a literature
review and used to generate a conceptual invasion triangle
(Fig. 3). Invader attributes of H. lepidulum include high re-
productiveoutput(RoseandFramton1999),highroot:shoot
(Radford2006),highleafareawithlowmetaboliccosts(Rad-
ford et al. 2009), and low competitive ability (Radford et al.
2006, 2007, 2010; Mefﬁn et al. 2010). Investigations into site
bioticcharacteristicsthatinﬂuenceinvasibilityrevealthatlo-
cal insect populations in invaded areas do not signiﬁcantly
affect H. lepidulum (Syrett and Smith 1998) and that sites
with established vegetation, especially tall tussock grasslands
with a robust herbaceous component, experience less inva-
sion than other sites (Wiser et al. 1998; Rose and Frampton
1999). Studies on site environmental conditions in relation
to H. lepidulum invasion determined that H. lepidulum per-
forms optimally with moderate soil fertility, tolerates acid
soils, and prefers shallow soils and rocky sites (Wiser et al.
1998; Radford et al. 2006, 2007, 2010), and that H. lepidu-
lum density decreases with increasing litter cover (Rose and
Framton 1999). Both high introduction pressure (Rose and
Frampton1999;Mefﬁnetal.2010)andincreaseddisturbance
(Wiser et al. 1998; Rose and Frampton 1999; Radford et al.
2007, 2010) are external inﬂuences that increase the invasi-
bility of a site to H. lepidulum.
Based on the invasion triangle for H. lepidulum (Fig. 3),
we can evaluate potential management actions. Considering
the invader attributes side of the triangle, we anticipate that
an action that reduced invader biomass would be ineffective
in reducing invasion due to the low metabolic costs in leaves.
However, any action that decreased H. lepidulum’s normally
high reproductive output has potential to reduce invasion.
Based on the site biological characteristics side of the trian-
gle, we do not expect H. lepidulum to be affected by insect
“enemies.” However, if a management action increases plant
diversity and promotes tall tussock grassland vegetation, in-
vasibility might be decreased by biotic resistance. Based on
the site environmental condition side of the triangle, a man-
agement action that increased litter cover would be expected
to decrease invasibility. A managementaction that addressed
external inﬂuences and decreased disturbance and introduc-
tion pressure also decreases invasibility. As discussed above,
management actions that reduce invasibility by acting on
more than one aspect of the triangle should decrease invasi-
bility more than an action that just acts on one side. Thus,
a management action that addresses more than one set of
factors depicted in the invasion triangle, for example, re-
duced grazing and limited disturbance (external inﬂuences);
reduced soil fertility and increased litter (site environmen-
tal conditions); and promotes native vegetation (site biotic
characteristics) might be the preferred action based on this
invasion triangle.
Alliaria petiolata, Berberis thunbergii,
and Microstegium vimineum scaled invasion
triangles
Invasions by Alliaria petiolata, Berberis thunbergii,a n dMi-
crostegium vimineum were studied in the Delaware Water
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Figure 4. Invasion triangles for Alliaria petiolata, Berberis thunbergii,a n dMicrostegium vimineum based on information provided by Eschtruth and
Battles (2009). Top panel is the conceptual invasion triangle, and the bottom panel is triangles for each species with the sides scaled relative to each
other. The values in the parentheses reported relative importance (Akaike Information Criteria weights) of each variable. The values on the site biotic
side are ﬁrst enemy release and second are species diversity. No variables were reported that corresponded with the invader attribute side of the
triangle, thus as a default, that side is scaled to one although other values may also be appropriate.
Gap National Recreation Area in northeastern United States
(Eschtruth and Battles 2009). This study evaluated several
factors that are integrated easily into the invasion triangle:
site biotic characteristics of vegetation diversity and enemy
release;siteenvironmentalconditionoflightavailability;and
externalinﬂuenceofintroductionpressure(Fig.4,toppanel).
Eschtruth and Battles (2009) report that the most important
variables affecting A. petiolata invasion are site environmen-
tal conditions and enemy release, whereas species diversity
is much less important. Increasing light is also the most im-
portant variable affecting invasions of B. thunbergii and M.
vimineum, whereasenemyreleasehasmuchlessimportance,
and species diversity has almost no importance (Eschtruth
and Battles 2009). We constructed scaled invasion triangles
individually for each species using the relative importance
of the variables provided from this study (Fig. 4, bottom
panel).Thesidesofeachtrianglearescaledrelativewitheach
other. However, because no variable that corresponds to the
invader attribute side of the triangle was provided, that side
is scaled to a default value of one, although other values may
also be appropriate. The invasion triangle for A. petiolata is
the largest and the triangle for M. vimimeum is the smallest
(Fig. 4, bottom panel). This ranking of scaled invasion trian-
glescorrespondstothereportedincreaseinpercentcover(A.
petiolata 12.5%, B. thunbergi 6.4%, and M. vimineum 3.1%,
EschtruthandBattles2009)forthesespeciesinthisareaover
the duration of this study.
Invasion triangle generation from
qualitative information
In many invasion situations, quantitative data may not be
available; however, an invasion triangle can be generated
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Figure 5. Qualitative invasion triangle. Factors are
ranked based on expert opinion, familiarity with
the situation, or information from similar
situations. Top panel is the conceptual invasion
triangle and the bottom panel is the scaled
invasion triangle. Sides are scaled relative to each
other.
using expert opinion, familiarity with the situation in ques-
tion, and results from similar situations. Applicable factors
may be ranked in order of relative contribution to risk of
species invasion and given values based on those ranks (i.e.,
high = 3, moderate = 2, low = 1, none = 0, although a
larger range of values may also be appropriate). Thus factors
that result in high resistance to invasion (such as biodiversity
or limited resources) should get low ranks. For example, a
potentialinvaderthatpossessesnovelweaponsandhasmod-
erate competitive ability, both factors that contribute to the
risk of invasion, may be ranked at 5 (novel weapons at a
rank of 3 plus competitive ability at a rank of 2). The biotic
conditions at a potentially invaded site that has high biodi-
versity and many generalist enemies, which both contribute
to invasion resistance, might be given a rank of 2 (1 for each
biodiversity and enemies). Finally, if the potentially invaded
site environmental conditions were similar to the environ-
mental conditions of the potential invaders’ home range and
the site had moderate nutrient enrichment, then a rank of 4
may be given (2 for habitat suitability and 2 for nutrient en-
richment). With this information, both a conceptual (Fig. 5,
top panel) and a scaled (Fig. 5, bottom panel) trianglecan be
developed. In turn, these triangles can be used to commu-
nicate and to generate research and management questions
and priorities.
Next Steps
The invasion triangle has been presented as a conceptual
framework useful for many enterprises such as, but not lim-
ited to, focusing research, facilitating communication, and
directing management. The required steps to move the in-
vasion triangle from strictly a conceptual framework to a
quantitative method to evaluate invasion are to (1) develop
techniques to appropriately scale the sides relative to each
other (especially when the number of factors on the sides is
different); and (2) determine if scaled triangle size is propor-
tional to actual invasion.
In many invasion situations, much more information is
available for the factors depicted on one side of the triangle
than other sides, and information on the effects of external
factors on each side may be limited. This inequality can be
a challenge for quantitative scaling of the sides relative to
eachother(i.e.,invasiontrianglescannotbecomparedifone
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side of a triangle is longer simply because more information
is available on that side). A method to overcome this chal-
lenge would be to use experiments or observational studies
combined with a statistical approach such as information-
theoreticmodelaveragingapproachesandAIC(Akaikeinfor-
mation criterion) weights (e.g., Eschtruth and Battles 2009)
that provide a measure of importance of either individual
variables or groups of variables relative to each other (Burn-
ham and Anderson 2002; Grueber et al. 2011).
Another step is a quantitative evaluation of the predictive
ability of the invasion triangle. Quantitative data need to be
collected for factors depicted on each side of the triangle, ap-
propriately scaled, and then these measures should be used
tocalculateinvasiontrianglesize.Thesedatacanbecollected
eitherforonespeciesatanumberofdifferentsites(anexten-
sion of the ﬁrst example case study above) or for a number
of species in one locale (analogous to the second example
case study). The relationship between triangle size and in-
vasion ideally should be directly proportional. Appropriate
hypothesestotestthequantitativeaspectsoftheinvasiontri-
angleinclude:(1)largertrianglesreﬂectmoreriskofinvasion;
(2)iffactorsdepictedononesideincrease/decrease,invasion
risk will increase/decrease; and (3) if factors depicted on one
side are manipulated to be resistant to invasion (a value near
zero), invasion should not occur. We note that the appropri-
ate measure of invasion triangle size is area, not perimeter.
Intuitively(andmathematically)fortriangleswithaconstant
perimeter, area approaches zero as the length of any one side
also approaches zero. Potential hypotheses to test the appro-
priatenessoftriangleareainclude:(1)differentcombinations
ofsidelengthsthatgivesimilararearesultinsimilarinvasion;
and (2) a percentage change in one side always results in a
smaller percentage change in invasion (i.e., a 50% change in
one side would not result in a 50% change in invasion due to
the inﬂuence of other sides).
Resultsfromthesecondcasestudy,wheresidesofthetrian-
g l ew e r es c a l e dr e l a t i v et oe a c ho t h e ra n ds i z eo ft h ei n v a s i o n
triangle was concordant with invasion, indicate a likelihood
that scaled invasion triangles have potential to predict inva-
sion. With adoption of the invasion triangle as a conceptual
framework, we believe more data will become available to
examine the quantitative dimension of the invasion triangle.
Nonetheless, with or without any quantitative development,
the invasion triangle has utility and beneﬁt as a conceptual
framework.
Conclusion
We have introduced a conceptual framework for species in-
vasion based on a simple triangle. The three sides of the
invasion triangle encapsulate the major suites of processes
that inﬂuence invasion: attributes of the invader, biotic char-
acteristics of the potentially invaded site, and environmen-
tal conditions of the potentially invaded site. Also included
in the invasion triangle are external inﬂuences such as cli-
mate change and alteration of land use that independently
modify invasion processes. We propose that the organiza-
tional step of creating an invasion triangle beneﬁts research,
communication, quantitative modeling, and management
in regard to species invasion. Its intuitive, straightforward
structure with ﬂexible data requirements makes the inva-
sive triangle easy to apply in both research and management
contexts.
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